Flicker noise in backsurface gettered, nitrided n-channel MOSFETs is characterized over a wide range of temperatures and biases. The gettering time ranged from from 10 to 40 minutes. The noise power spectra for devices with different gettering times are compared to the ungettered devices which serve as the control. It is found that flicker noise is reduced by backsurface gettering for short gettering times. A rebound in the noise magnitude is observed for long gettering times. Investigations of the temperature dependencies of the noise power spectra indicates that the low-frequency noise arises from thermal activation of carriers t o traps at the Si-Si02 interface. Backsurface gettering results in the modification of the energy distribution of the interface traps, probably due to stress relaxation at the Si-Si02 interface.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nitridation of gate dielectrics in MOSFETs has been studied intensively for improvements in the oxide integrity and hot electron hardness [1]- [3] . This often leads t o increase in Si-Si02 interface states.
Backsurface bombardment by ionic species is often used to getter metallic impurities and lattice defects, and could be a useful technique for gettering Si-Si02 interface states. Recent work shows that low-energy gettering results in improvements in the carrier mobility which is speculated to arise from the reduction of Si-Si02 interface traps.
Low-frequency excess noise in MOSFETs is highly sensitive to the presence of localized states [4] - [8] .
In addition to being a important figure of merit of the device, it is also a useful technique for evaluating interface trap density, and is particularly useful in the energy range beyond the reach of conventional techniques such as C-V and conductance measurements. In this paper we report experimental results on the properties of flicker noise in nitrided n-MOSFETs as a function of gettering time. We characterize the low-frequency excess noise over a wide range of gate and drain source voltages and from room temperature to about 90 K.
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11. EXPERIMENT Low-frequency noise is measured from nitrided n-channel MOSFETs fabricated on (100)-oriented wafers using polysilicon gate self-aligned technology. The gate oxide is about 240 A thick. The nitridation process is done by rapid thermal annealing of the transistors in NH3 at 1200 " C for 1 minute.
Subsequently, the wafers are exposed to low-energy (550 eV) Ar+ beam for backsurface gettering. Gettering times of 10, 20, and 40 minutes have been used in this study and the devices are labeled as D10, D20 and D40 respectively. The control devices (DO) consist of ungettered n-MOSFETs with the same nitrided gate oxides. Here we observe that the averaged resistance noise power spectral density decreases by up to 12 9% for a gettering time of 20 minutes. A rebound in the resistance noise is observed for gettering time of 40 minutes in which the average noise power spectra increased by 18 % over the control devices.
The temperature dependences of the voltage noise power spectra are characterized. Our experimental data, for each gettering time, are shown in Fig. 1 . It is observed that at low-temperature devices of different gettering times exhibit much bigger differences in the noise magnitudes. The temperature dependencies of the frequency exponent, y, for devices with different gettering times are shown in Fig. 2 . 
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.... Flicker noise has been shown to be a sensitive probe for Si-SiO2 interface traps at energy above the silicon conduction band edge at E p = -kBTln(row), where k~ is the Boltzmann constant. These traps cannot be characterized using conventional techniques. Following the Dutta and Horn model [9] we obtained an estimate of the normalized trap distribution, Din, as given by the equation below:
A plot of Din(E) for different gettering times is shown in Fig. 3 . Here we clearly observe a reduction in the trap density for short gettering times, however, a significant rebound in the trap density is seen for gettering time equals 40 minutes. 
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have conducted extensive studies on low-frequency excess noise in Ar+ backsurface gettered, rapid thermal nitrided n-MOSFETs. Our results show that backsurface gettering is beneficial to the noise properties of the devices. Our experimental data indicated a 12 % improvement in the resistance noise power spectral density for short gettering times. This improvement is attributed to stress relaxation at the Si-Si02 interface. A rebound in the noise magnitude is observed upon further gettering of the devices. At 40 minutes gettering time, the averaged resistance noise power spectra is found to be 18 % above that of the control devices. Based on the Dutta and Horn model we obtained the normalized trap distribution for different gettering times. A significant rebound in the trap density is observed for gettering time equals 40 minutes. This is probably due to over compensation of interface stress by gettering. To fully exploit the beneficial effects of backsurface gettering one needs to conduct more detailed experimentation on the relationships between the electrical properties of the devices and the gettering energy, gettering time as well as the annealing conditions.
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